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Abstract
We analyze the vertex Zff in the framework of models that add a
new bottom quark in a nonsequential way and we evaluate the tree level
contribution to LEP/SLC data Rb, Rl and the total Z width ΓZ . With
this we obtain bounds for the mixing angles through the experimentally
allowed contour regions of the parameters L,R introduced here. In order
to get a more restrictive region, we also consider the experimental results
for B → ννX.
1 Introduction
The comparison of theoretical predictions with experimental data has conrmed
the validity of the Standard Model (SM) in an impressive way. The quantum
eects of the SM have been established at the 1 level, and the direct and
indirect determinations of the top quark mass are compatible with each other.
In spite of this success, the conceptual situation with the SM is not completely
satisfactory for a number of deciencies. Some of them are the large number of
free parameters and the hierarchical fermion masses.
The SM contains three generations of quarks in irreducible representations
of the gauge symmetry group SU(3)C  SU(2)L  U(1)Y . The possibility to
extend them has been studied in dierent frameworks [1]-[8] which are based
either on a fourth generation sequential family, or on non-sequential fermions,
regularly called exotic representations because they are dierent from those of
the SM.
These unusual representations emerge in other theories, like the E6 model
where a singlet bottom type quark appears in the fundamental representa-
tion [2]; also, top-like singlets have been suggested in Supersymmetric gauge
theories[3].
There are important phenomenological implications in an exotic quark sce-
nario. For instance, rigorous bounds on top quark couplings have been obtained
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recently in a model with exotic quarks [9]; they conclude that if the top quark
is observed at LEP2, this would indicate the existence of new heavy quark dou-
blets. In other references, like [10] and [11] the couplings of the heavy sector
have been analyzed in dierent contexts.
The principal feature of a model which extends the quark sector with an
exotic fermion is that there are new quark mixing phases in addition to the
single phase of the SM. These complex phases are new sources for CP violation.
Furthermore, in this kind of models Z boson mediated FCNC arise at tree level.
This fact can aect the mechanism for mixing in the neutral B-system [1]-[6].
The possibility of indirect consequences of singlet quark mixing for FCNC
and CP violation has been used to get bounds on the flavor changing couplings.
Heavy meson decays like B0 and D0 ! +− [1], [5], rare decays b ! sγ [1],
[2], [5], measurements like KL ! , B ! X , B ! X , K meson physics
[1],[2], [4], or even Z ! ll, l ! lll [12] have been considered for this purpose.
In the last years, the LEP and SLC colliders have brought to completion
a remarkable experimental program by collecting an enormous amount of elec-
troweak precision data on the Z resonance. This activity, together with the the-
oretical eorts to provide accurate SM predictions have formed the apparatus of
electroweak precision tests [13]. We are interested in using the electroweak pre-
cision test quantities in order to get bounds on the mixing angles for additional
fermions in exotic representations. Specically, we want to consider models that
include a new quark with charge −1=3 which is mixed with the SM b quark.
This kind of new physics was taken into account by Barmert, et. al. [14] dur-
ing the discrepancy between experiment and SM theory in the Rb ratio. They
analyzed a broad class of models in order to explain the discrepancy, and they
considered those models in which new Zbb couplings arise at tree level through
Z or b quark mixing with new particles.
Our presentation is based on the parametrization of the Zff vertex in an
independent model formulation. Therefore these results can be used for dierent
quark representations like singlet down quark, vector doublets model, mirror
fermions and self conjugated triplets. The parametrization of the vertex in a
general way has been reviewed by Barger et. al. [1], [4] as well as Cotti and
Zepeda [12]. The LEP precision test parameters that we use are the fractions
Rb, Rl and the total Z width ΓZ .
The procedure to get bounds on the mixing angles is the following. First,
we analyze the Zff vertex as obtained after a rotation of a general (common
charge) quark multiplet into mass eigenstates. In particular, we write down the
neutral current terms for the bottom quarks, which are assumed to be mixed.
With these expressions we can evaluate the tree level contribution to the
process Z ! bb; we enclose this new contribution within the coupling constants
gV (vectorial) and gA (axial). We then write down the fractions Rb, Rl and
the total Z width ΓZ including the new contributions, and we obtain bounds
on the new parameters by using the experimental values from LEP and SLC
[15]. Finally, we make contour plots in the plane of the new parameters L and
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R introduced. We also use the result obtained by Grossman et. al., involving
B ! Xs, in order to narrow down the bounds in the contour plots [4].
2 The model
If we have a multiplet Ψ of electric charge q, the neutral current Lagrangian can
be expressed in the following way,













where i = 1; 2; : : : ; n, sw = sin w and R which is an orthogonal matrix of
order (n + 1)  (n + 1) that diagonalizes the mass matrix of the Z0 and Z0i
bosons. In the same way Ua diagonalizes the mass matrix of Ψa fermions. Da
are matrices of order (na + ma) (na + ma) which contain the couplings of the













To go to the base where the fermions are in mass eigenstates we rotate the






















where t30 is the ordinary fermion quantum number of the SM quark and t3E
is the quantum number of the exotic fermion. The matrix Ua which diagonalizes








Similarly, Hia are matrices which contain the nondiagonal flavor couplings of
neutral gauge bosons with fermions.
In our case we do not take into account the mixing Z0−Z0i , our Lagrangian
(1) is thus simplied:
















where Ψl(h) is the mass eigenstate of the light (heavy) fermion. Explicitly,
the neutral current Lagrangian is:
















t3ER −Qs2w  R −Qs2w: (9)
The parameters a have the information of new physics. They are dierent
from zero for representation of families which are non-sequential: t3EL 6= t30L
and t3ER 6= 0. If we write the Lagrangian in terms of vector and axial couplings
we get the equivalences gNPV = L + R and g
NP
A = L − R; in this form we
isolate the new physics contribution.
3 Precision test parameters
To restrict new physics, we will use parameters measured at Z pole. These
parameters are the total decay width of the Z boson ΓZ , and the fractions
Rb = Γ
(
Z ! bb =Γ (Z ! hadrons) and Rl = Γ (Z ! hadrons) = Γ (Z ! ll.
The SM predictions of these parameters get modied when we include the new





















where the subscripts NP and SM mean new physics and Standard Model
contributions, respectively. The symbol NPb is given by:
NPb =
(
3− 2 h(gNPV 2 + 2gNPV gSMV i + 22 h(gNPA 2 + 2gNPA gSMA i
(3− 2) (gSMV 2 + 22 (gSMA 2 : (11)
The parameter  is the kinematic factor in terms of the bottom quark mass
[13]. In general, Rb is mainly a measure of
gbL2 + gbR2; therefore, the fraction
Rb is sensitive to anomalous couplings of the b quark.
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4 Results
Because of its contributions to CP asymmetries, the most studied model of this
kind is the new singlet quark of charge −1=3. The ref. [5] examined the eects
of a variety of models on CP asymmetries in B decays, and they concluded
that the predictions of the SM can be considerably altered in many of these
models. This paper focuses on how new physics can aect the relations among
CP asymmetries in the SM, and proposes some tests to verify this.
More recently, reference [1] discusses the possible eects on b ! sγ and
Z ! bb from a extra quark singlet. They also study CP asymmetries in B
decays and, the principal framework is the case of a singlet quark mixing with
the SM b quark. After some considerations they get bounds for the masses
of mb′  45 GeV and for the mixing angle of the order of 0:045. Further,
they analyze singlet eects in grand unication theories exploring constraints
by coupling unication and perturbation theory, to do this, they use one and
two loop Renormalization Group Equation analysis.
Also ref. [7] discusses the singlet down quark scenario and its influence in
CP asymmetries in B decays and in the B − B mixing systems. They used a
maximum likelihood analysis for 13 experiments that constraint 9 angles in the
4 4 down quark mixing matrix and from this bounds they got a bound for the
mass of the new singlet down quark of the order of 500 GeV. They got for the
matrix element that we are interested the order of 0:14.
The last update of the physics beyond the SM on CP asymmetries in B
decays has been presented in ref. [6]; they address the issue on how to distinguish
among these various models of new physics, not only through the eects on CP
asymmetries but also by taking into account the eects on rare flavor changing
processes such as b ! sX . They got, for the same parameter in the 44 matrix,
bounds of the order of 0:044.
All these constraints on this matrix element is consistent with the obtained
from B ! X [4] as has been pointed out by Gronau and London [6]. Finally,
there are models with seesaw-like predictions for the flavor changing Z couplings;
in accord with the bounds they obtain elements of the order 10−2 [9].
In this way, we have briefly reviewed the bounds on the anomalous couplings
for the case of an additional singlet quark of charge−1=3 discussed in the general
framework where there is mixing with the three standard generations, therefore
involving a 4  4 matrix. In this work we are considering the case when the
additional quark of charge −1=3 mix only with the ordinary b-quark which can
be represented by a 2  2 matrix. For this purpose we use the Lagrangian (8)
which is valid for any representations of SU (2)L.
With the expressions for ΓZ , Rb and Rl in terms of the new physics contri-
bution in section 3, and with the experimental data from LEP we get bounds on
the parameters L,R introduced in eq.(10). If we consider only mixing between
an exotic bottom quark with the third SM family, independent of any group
representations, we have that it is given by a 2 2 unitary matrix for left- and
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right-handed fermions. The couplings for several SU(2)L representations are











2 L − 12 sin2 R Mirror fermions
(−1;−1) − 12 sin2 L − sin2 R Self-conjugated triplets
Table 1: The parameters a for dierent representations according with the
quantum numbers in eq.(8)
are taking up to second order) from the new physics couplings, we proceed to
obtain bounds on the parameters L,R by plotting the contour of the allowed
region in the L − R plane. This is displayed in gure 1. The experimental
data that we used for the LEP parameters, as well as their SM values are in
Table 2 [13], [15]. In order to get a more restrictive region we use the bound
Experimentals Standard Model
ΓZ 2:4939 0:0024 2:49582
Rl 20:765 0:026 20:7468
Rb 0:21656 0:00074 0:215894
Table 2: SM predictions and experimental values measured at LEP for the ΓZ ,
Rb and Rl
jL,Rj < 0:002 obtained by Grossman et.al., [4] which is represented by straight
lines in gure 1. With this prescriptions, the allowed region is the intersection
of the regions. The same procedure is done for the fractions Rl and Rb and
we display the results in the gures 2 and 3 respectively. The new region is
delimited in each case by
−5:9 10−4  L  1:8 10−3
−1:8 10−3  L  7:0 10−4
−1:8 10−3  L  4:1 10−4 (12)
for the gures 1, 2 and 3 respectively. For R we obtain:
−1:8 10−3  R  1:8 10−3 (13)
in the three plots. The intersection between the three regions is given by:
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−5:9 10−4  L  4:1 10−4
−1:8 10−3  R  1:8 10−3: (14)
We note that for L the region is more restrictive than the one obtained by
Grossman et. al. [4], while the R parameter is not modied. We can use these
bounds in order to get constraints for the left and right mixing angles of each
model. They are shown in table 3. Summarizing, we have used the fractions
Model jsin Lj  jsin Rj 
Vector Singlets 2:02 10−2 0
Vector doublets 0 6 10−2
Mirror fermion 2:86 10−2 6 10−2
Self-conjugated triplets 3:43 10−2 4:24 10−2
Table 3: Bounds on the mixing angles for dierent representations of the exotic
quarks
Rb; Rl; and the total decay width, ΓZ to obtain bounds on the mixing angles of
new quark bottom-type representations with the SM bottom quark. Taking into
account the results of Grossman et.al.[4] and the intersection obtained from the
experimental parameters measured at LEP, we have gotten the allowed intervals
−5:910−4  L  4:110−4 and −1:810−3  R  1:810−3. Our results
reduce the allowed region for the parameter L while the parameter R is not
modied with respect to the results obtained by Grossman, et.al [4]. The lower
bound for L is coming from the measurement of the total width ΓZ while the
upper bound is from the fraction Rb. We may note that the results have been
obtained from the tree level contributions, leaving the possibility to get bounds
on the mass of the new quark using oblique corrections [16].
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Contour plot of the total width ΓZ in the plane L−R. The straigth
lines are the bounds from B ! X reported in ref.[4].
Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 for Rl.
Figure 3. Same as g. 2 for Rb.
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